EFFY Healthcare partners with SCIENCE@WORK to promote and implement EFFY´s
technology-enabled efficiency solutions for healthcare organizations
UNION, NJ. – January, 2020 – EFFY Healthcare, a technology company focused on healthcare
efficiency, has just announced a partnership agreement with SCIENCE@WORK, a company
focused on promoting and implementing tools and methods that greatly impact the way
organizations operate and produce outcomes.
EFFY Healthcare provides RAID® Healthcare, a powerful actionable analytics platform that
addresses effectively all business assurance requirements: revenue, clinical, quality and
operational, to improve performance throughout healthcare organizations.
RAID® Healthcare is the best tool in class, assuring the highest rankings on quality, safety and
efficiency, through digitalization, automation and continuous auditing of data.
With multi-sources data collection, monitoring, auditing, notification and actionable analytics
functionalities, RAID® proved to have a Return on Investment within less than 12 months of
implementation. EFFY’s software platform requires reduced upfront investment and makes it
possible to devise fast interventions to correct inefficiencies and revenue leakages that impact
operation performance and profitability.
“We are very happy to have SCIENCE@WORK as our partner, given the tremendous knowledge
the company has of the healthcare industry and the proven capacity to manage projects in
markets that may greatly benefit from our Solution”, says Jose Xavier, EFFY’s CEO.
César Guimarães, President of SCIENCE@WORK, states that “EFFY and RAID® fit perfectly our
goal to support accountable healthcare organizations. Having EFFY as a partner we strength our
offer and RAID® becomes a corner stone of SCIENCE@DATA, our unit devoted to analytics and
business assurance”.

Dedicated to healthcare efficiency, EFFY and its unique RAID® engine, empowers healthcare
providers, governmental organizations and insurance companies to retrieve, review, compare and
use data, no matter its size, source or platform complexity.
“Our customizable, exception-based, triggers identify deviations from norms, helping users
reduce errors and denials, improving efficiency and productivity, meeting compliance
requirements,” states Jose Xavier, and adds: “EFFY makes transactional systems smarter and
cleaner, while generating significant ROI.”
About EFFY
EFFY is a company focused on improving efficiency in the healthcare industry through
technology, present in multiple markets and driven to produce measurable results with RAID®
Healthcare software platform. The company started operating in the US, where revenue cycle
management and operational and quality assurance are usually monitored and audited, having
rapidly expanded internationally given the demand for a strong and reliable assurance and
auditing software solution.
EFFY overlays existing transactional and operational systems, functioning as a permanent,
protective 24/7 auditing and reporting “umbrella” that makes data comparable, enabling leaders
to take actions and to follow up on those actions.
To learn more about EFFY, please visit http://effyhealthcare.com.
About SCIENCE@WORK
SCIENCE@WORK is an innovative company, acting worldwide, whose mission is to bring
Science to Work in all aspects of our daily lives: home, work and leisure. In a digital context,
creates and delivers sustainable and collaborative tools, promoting maximum efficiency and
performance.
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SCIENCE@WORK supports organizations that aim to be the best in their field of work.
The company has four focus areas: SCIENCE@TEAMS; SCIENCE@EXPERIENCE;
SCIENCE@IoT

and

SCIENCE@DATA,

enabling
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of
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transformation projects for different industries and organizations.
To learn more about SCIENCE@WORK, please visit www.scienceatwork-online.com.
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